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For Green–Schwarz superstring σ -model on curved backgrounds, we introduce a non-metric measure 
Φ ≡  i j I J (∂iϕ I )(∂ jϕ J ) with two scalars ϕ I (I = 1, 2) used in ‘Two-Measure Theory’ (TMT). As in the 
ﬂat-background case, the string tension T = (2πα′)−1 emerges as an integration constant for the Ai-ﬁeld 
equation. This mechanism is further generalized to supermembrane theory, and to super-p-brane theory, 
both on general curved backgrounds. This shows the universal applications of dynamical measure of TMT 
to general supersymmetric extended objects on general curved backgrounds.
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.1. Introduction
String theory, or more generally, theories of extended objects 
are believed to be the promising candidates for the uniﬁcation of 
all interactions in nature [1]. For such theories, the desiderata is 
that there should be no fundamental scale involved in their La-
grangians. In other words, the real fundamental theory should in-
volve no fundamental scale in its Lagrangian, but instead it should 
arise at a later stage at the ﬁeld-equation level, such as after spon-
taneous symmetry breaking.
One attempt to acquire such a system is found in the so-called 
‘New Measure’ or ‘Two-Measure Theory’ (TMT). Conventional ﬁeld 
theories in curved space–time are typically described by actions 
with the measure 
∫
d4x
√−g which is metric-dependent, but oth-
erwise invariant. However, it is possible to replace such a metric-
dependent invariant measure by an alternative metric-independent
measure, but still invariant. Historically, such alternative-measure 
theories were ﬁrst considered by Einstein and Rosen [2].
In 1990s, there were such formulations applied to super-
string [3], and also to super-p-branes [4,5]. Moreover, independent 
of these developments in 1990s, a new measure formulation in 
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SCOAP3.TMT was also given in [6,7] in terms of the scalar-density func-
tion Φ ≡ μνρσ abcd (∂μϕa)(∂νϕb)(∂ρϕc)(∂σ ϕd), where ϕa are four 
scalars with the indices a, b, · · · = 1, 2, 3, 4.
An important consequence of such an endeavor [6,7], when 
applied to the bosonic string [8], is the emergence of the string 
tension at the ﬁeld equation level. In fact, the scalar-density func-
tion Φ yields the string-tension T . For the Polyakov-type bosonic 
string σ -model action [9],
IBos = T
∫
d2σ
[
1
2
√−gGmn(X) gij(σ )
(
∂i X
m)(∂ j Xn)
]
, (1.1)
with the string tension T ≡ (2πα′)−1, we consider the replace-
ment of this Lagrangian by
ITMT-Bos =
∫
d2σ
[
1
2
ΦGmn(X)g
ij(σ )
(
∂i X
m)(∂ j Xn)
]
, (1.2)
with the scalar-density function Φ ≡  i j I J (∂iϕ I )(∂ jϕ J ) on two-
dimensional (2D) world-sheet. The Gmn(X) is the target-space met-
ric, while gij(σ ) is the 2D metric.
However, the trouble with (1.2) is that the gij-ﬁeld equa-
tion yields the unacceptable ﬁeld equation ΦGmn(∂i Xm)(∂ j Xn) = 0, 
leaving no dynamical freedom. This problem is solved by an addi-
tional term:
I F ≡
∫
d2σ
(
1
2
 i jχ Fij
)
≡
∫
d2σ
(
1
2
√−g 
i jΦ Fij
)
, (1.3) under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/). Funded by 
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the abelian gauge ﬁeld Ai on the 2D world-sheet. The effect of (1.3)
is to provide a compensating term proportional to gijklΦ Fkl for 
the gij-ﬁeld equation, so the previous term ΦGmn(∂i Xm)(∂ j Xn)
does not have to vanish by itself.
The most important conclusion of this bosonic-string formula-
tion [8] is the determination of the string tension T by the ﬁeld 
equation of Ai as1
δLBos
δAi
=  i j∂ jχ .= 0 ⇒ χ ≡ Φ√−g = const. ≡ T
⇒ Φ .= T√−g, (1.4)
where T is an integration constant interpreted as the string tension 
T = (2πα′)−1. Despite the presence of the ﬁeld Φ in (1.2), the 
original local Weyl symmetry of the action (1.1) is maintained in 
(1.2), because Φ transforms as a ‘scalar-density’ like 
√−g:
gij → eΛ gij, gij → e−Λgij, Φ → eΛΦ
⇒ Φgij → (eΛΦ)(e−Λgij)= Φgij, (1.5)
where Λ = Λ(σ) is a local parameter. Note that the transforma-
tion rule for Φ is also consistent with the solution (1.4). Needless 
to say, the action I F is also invariant under the Weyl transforma-
tion (1.5), because of the special combination (1/
√−g) i jΦ .
In Ref. [10], this TMT mechanism [6,7] was further applied 
to superstring theory [1] in the Green–Schwarz (GS) superstring 
formulation [11] on the ﬂat background. In our present paper, 
we consider the GS σ -model on curved 10D superspace back-
ground, including unidexterous fermions2 [12] with fermionic 
κ-symmetry [13]. Encouraged by the successful application to GS 
superstring, we further apply similar mechanism to supermem-
brane theory [14], and further to general super-p-brane theo-
ries [4] on general curved backgrounds. The application of TMT 
formulation to bosonic p-brane theories was performed in [10], 
but not for super p-brane, the simplest case of which is super-
membrane with p = 2. In our present paper, we carry out the 
TMT formulation for these super p-brane with general curved back-
grounds.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we 
present how the dynamical measure for TMT works for GS string 
σ -model. In Section 3, we apply this mechanism to supermem-
brane theory. Section 4 is for the generalization to super-p-branes. 
Concluding remarks are given in Section 5.
2. GS superstring σ -model with dynamical measure
Before applying the new measure to GS superstring, we review 
the fermionic κ-invariance [13] of the conventional Green–Schwarz 
superstring σ -model itself [11,12]. This procedure serves also as 
the preliminary notational arrangement.
The ﬁeld content for the GS superstring σ -model on 10D su-
perspace background [11,12] is (V++ i , V−− i , ZM , ψ+(r)), where 
(ZM) = (Xm, θμ)3 is the 10D curved superspace background co-
ordinates for GS string [11], while (V (i) j) = (V++ j, V−− j) is the 
2D zweibein. For 10D superspace curved coordinates, we use the 
indices M = (m, μ), where m = 0, 1, · · · , 9 are for bosonic curved 
coordinates, while μ = 1, 2, · · · , 16 are for fermionic curved coor-
dinates. For 10D superspace local coordinates, we use the indices 
1 We use the symbol 
.= for a ﬁeld equation or a solution, to be distinguished 
from algebraic equalities.
2 The meaning of ‘unidexterous fermions’ will be explained in the second para-
graph in the next section.
3 We are following the superspace notation in [15].A = (a, α), where a = (0), (1), · · · , (9)4 are for local bosonic co-
ordinates, while α = (1), (2), · · · , (16) are for local fermionic co-
ordinates. The index (r) = (1), (2), · · · , (32)5 on the unidexterous 
fermion ψ+(r) is for the 32 of SO(32) [12]. The word ‘unidex-
terous’ stands for the one-handedness of these fermions in 2D. 
Namely, all the 32 components of ψ+(r) ((r) = (1), (2), · · · , (32))
have the positive chirality, as its index + indicates. On 2D world-
sheet, the indices i, j, · · · = 0, 1 are for the curved coordinates, 
while (i), ( j), · · · = ++, −− are for the light-cone local Lorentz co-
ordinates. The necessity of these double indices is that the unidex-
terous fermion ψ+(r) has the positive chiral index + which is a 
single index, so that the bosonic coordinate ++ (or −−) is equiv-
alent to the pair of two positive (or negative) chirality + (or −). 
These facts have been well known as 2D features [1]. Note that the 
unidexterous fermion ψ+(r) is in 2D, which is not directly related 
to the 10D-coordinates ZM = (Xm, θμ). Even though the range of 
the index (r) = (1), (2), · · · , (32) is twice as large as that of the 
fermionic-coordinate index α = (1), (2), · · · , (16), the former is for 
the 32 of SO(32) with no direct relationship with the latter for the 
fermionic coordinates θμ .
The action I(0)GS ≡ T
∫
d2σL(0)GS of GS superstring σ -model [11,
12] has the string tension T = (2πα′)−1 and the Lagrangian
L(0)GS =
1
2
V−1gijηabΠiaΠ jb − 12
i jΠi
AΠ j
B BB A
+ 1
2
V−1
(
ψ+(r)D−−ψ+(r)
)
(2.1a)
= V−1ηabΠ++aΠ−−b − V−1Π++ AΠ−−B BBA
+ 1
2
V−1
(
ψ+(r)D−−ψ+(r)
)
. (2.1b)
The pull-back Πi A is deﬁned by Πi A ≡ (∂i ZM)EM A . The V is the 
determinant of the 2D zweibein (V (i) j) = (V++a, V−−b). The rea-
son of negative power on V in (2.1) is due to the deﬁnition V ≡
det(V (i) j), where the local index (i) is used as the subscript [15]. 
The covariant derivative D−− is deﬁned by
D−−ψ+(r) ≡ V−− i∂iψ+(r) + ωiψ+(r) + Π−−A AA (r)(s)ψ+(s).
(2.2)
The ωi is the 2D Lorentz-connection, which drops out at the La-
grangian level. The AA (r)(s) is the Yang–Mills superﬁeld in 10D 
whose θ = 0 bosonic (A = a) component is Aa(r)(s) , where the in-
dices (r)(s) = −(s)(r) are for the adjoint representation of SO(32).
The action I(0)GS is invariant under the fermionic κ-symmetry 
transformation [13,12,1]:
δκ E
α = −i(σaκ++)αΠ−−a ≡ −i(σ−−κ++)α, δκ Ea = 0,
(2.3a)
δκ V++ i = −2(κ++Π++)V−− i
+ 1
2
(
κ++λ(r)(s)
)(
ψ+(r)ψ+(s)
)
V−−i, δκ V−−i = 0,
(2.3b)
δκψ+(r) = −
(
δκ E
α
)
Aα
(r)(s)ψ+(s), δκ V−1 = 0. (2.3c)
Here δκ E A ≡ (δκ ZM)EM A , while (σ a)αβ is the σ -matrix in 10D, 
and (σ−−)αβ ≡ (σa)αβΠ−−a . In (2.3b), we used the expression 
4 The reason we use the parentheses is to distinguish them from local-coordinate 
indices.
5 We need the parentheses for (r), (s), · · · to distinguish them from the local 
curved bosonic index m, n, · · ·.
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for the gaugino in 10D in the adjoint 496 representation of SO(32).
We give here the explicit total divergence form for δκLGS that 
will be useful later:
δκL(0)GS = −∇++
[
V−1
(
δκ E
B)Π−− A B AB]
+ ∇−−
[
V−1
(
δκ E
B)Π++A B AB], (2.4)
leading to the invariance δκ I
(0)
GS = 0.
As for the concept of ‘general backgrounds’, we add the fol-
lowing clariﬁcation. ‘General backgrounds’ imply that at least 10D 
space–time is curved by gravity with the non-trivial 10D metric 
gmn . However, once gravity is introduced, for the consistency of the 
system with supersymmetry, all other supersymmetric partner su-
perﬁelds should be also introduced in a way consistent with N = 1
local supersymmetry in 10D. In other words, all 10D background 
superﬁelds should be introduced consistently. They are not just 
limited to the NS–NS ﬁelds gmn, Bmn and ϕ . To be more speciﬁc, 
the θ = 0 components corresponding to 10D component ﬁelds [16]
are listed as (eam, ψaα, Bab, χα, ϕ, Aa(r)(s), λα(r)(s)).
Once we have established (2.4) for the conventional Green–
Schwarz σ -model [11,12], it is straightforward to conﬁrm the 
κ-invariance of our new action with the new measure consisting 
of scalar ﬁelds ϕ I in place of the conventional measure from the 
metric.
To this end, we enlarge the ﬁeld content to (V++ i, V−− i, ZM ,
ψ+(r), ϕ I , Ai). Here the new scalar ﬁeld ϕ I has the index I = 1, 2, 
and Ai is an Abelian vector ﬁeld whose ﬁeld strength is Fij ≡
∂i A j − ∂ j Ai . The scalar density function Φ is deﬁned in terms of 
ϕ I by
Φ ≡  i j I J (∂iϕ I)(∂ jϕ J ). (2.5)
As is already known in the bosonic string case [8], a term linear 
in Fij is needed to cancel the unwanted term in the V (i) j-ﬁeld 
equations. Moreover, this term is also needed from the viewpoint 
of κ-invariance of the total action, as will be seen next.
We propose our total action IGS ≡
∫
d2σLGS to be
LGS = χL(0)GS +
1
2
χ i j F i j
= ΦηabΠ++aΠ−−b − ΦΠ++ AΠ−−B BBA
+ 1
2
Φ
(
ψ+(r)D−−ψ+(r)
)+ Φ F++,−−, (2.6)
where χ ≡ VΦ . The AA (r)(s) is the vector superﬁeld for the Yang–
Mills-background in 10D, while (r)(s) are for the adjoint represen-
tation 496 of SO(32), as in λα(r)(s) .
Our action IGS is invariant under the fermionic κ-transforma-
tion rule
δκ E
α = −i(σaκ++)αΠ−−a ≡ −i(σ−−κ++)α, δκ Ea = 0, (2.7a)
δκ V++i = −2(κ++Π++)V−− i
+ 1
2
(
κ++λ(r)(s)
)(
ψ+(r)ψ+(s)
)
V−−i, (2.7b)
δκ V−−i = 0, δκ V−1 = 0, (2.7c)
δκψ+(r) = −
(
δκ E
α
)
Aα
(r)(s)ψ+(s). (2.7d)
δκ Ai = −Vi−−
(
δκ E
B)Π−−A B AB + Vi++(δκ EB)Π++A B AB ,
(2.7e)
δκϕ
I = 0, δκΦ = 0. (2.7f)
The invariance δκ IGS = 0 is conﬁrmed as follows. First, δκΦ = 0
and δκ V = 0 lead to δκχ = 0, drastically simplifying the whole computation. This is because the variation δκL is only from δκL(0)GS
and Φδκ F++,−− . In particular, we already know the former as 
in (2.4). After a partial integration, the former yields a derivative 
on χ , which is cancelled by the variation δκ Fij again after a partial 
integration. Note that the invariance δκ IGS = 0 is not approximated 
one, such as only up to certain degrees in terms of ψ+(r) . In other 
words, our action IGS is conﬁrmed to be κ-invariant to all orders. 
Thus we conclude that there is no problem for the κ-invariance of 
our action: δκ IGS = 0.
We next study all the ﬁeld equations of Ai , ψ+(r) , V++ i , V−− i
and ϕ I in turn:
(i) The Ai-ﬁeld equation. This is the simplest one derived as
δLGS
δAi
=  i j∂ jχ .= 0 ⇒ ∂iχ ≡ ∂i(VΦ) .= 0
⇒ VΦ = const. ≡ T . (2.8)
This implies that the combination VΦ is a constant T , i.e.,
Φ
.= T V−1, (2.9)
where the constant T is interpreted as the string tension T =
(2πα′)−1.
(ii) The ψ+(r)-ﬁeld equation. The direct computation gives
δLGS
δψ+(r)
= V−1χ(D−−ψ+(r))+ 1
2
V−1ψ+(r)V−−i∂iχ
.= 0
⇒ D−−ψ+(r) .= 0. (2.10)
To get the last expression, have used (2.8).
(iii) The V++ i -ﬁeld equation. The direct variation yields
Πi
aΠ−−a − Vi++Π++ AΠ−−B BBA + Fi,−− .= 0. (2.11)
This equation yields, when multiplied by respectively V−− i
and V++ i ,
Π−−aΠ−−a
.= 0, (2.12a)
F++,−−
.= −Π++aΠ−−a + Π++ AΠ−−B BBA . (2.12b)
The former is nothing but the conventional Virasoro condi-
tion, while the latter ﬁxes the value of the new ﬁeld strength 
F++,−− .6 This situation is parallel to the bosonic case [8].
(iv) The V−− i -ﬁeld equation. The direct variation yields
Πi
aΠ++a − Vi−−Π++AΠ−−B BBA
+ 1
2
(
ψ+(r)Diψ+(r)
)− Fi,++ .= 0. (2.13)
When multiplied by V−− i and V++ i , Eq. (2.13) yields respec-
tively
Π++aΠ++a + 1
2
(
ψ+(r)D++ψ+(r)
) .= 0, (2.14a)
F++,−−
.= −Π++aΠ−−a + Π++ AΠ−−B BBA . (2.14b)
The former is nothing but the usual Virasoro condition with 
the unidexterous fermions, while the latter is consistent with 
(2.12b), as desired.
6 The conventional Virasoro condition constrains only Π++aΠ++a and 
Π−−aΠ−−a , but not Π++aΠ−−a . The latter is not constrained in the conven-
tional GS superstring [1].
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δLGS
δϕ I
= 2 i j I J (∂iϕ J )∂ j
[
Π++aΠ−−a − Π++AΠ−−B BBA
+ F++,−− + 1
2
(
ψ+(r)D−−ψ+(r)
)]
.= 0. (2.15)
This further yields
F++, −−
.= −Π++aΠ−−a + Π++AΠ−−B BBA + M
.= 0, (2.16)
due to the last term in (2.15) vanishing upon the ψ-ﬁeld 
equation (2.10), while M is a real integration constant. In our 
present TMT applied to GS superstring, or TMT applied to 
bosonic string [8], this constant M is ﬁxed to be zero, because 
of V++ i and V−− i -ﬁeld equations (2.12a) and (2.14a). This sit-
uation is different from more general TMT formulations [6,7], 
in which the constant M remains to be non-zero in general.
To summarize, our system has the same ﬁeld equations as 
the conventional GS superstring [11,12], together with new ﬁeld 
equations. The examples of the former are (2.10), (2.12a) and 
(2.14a) [11,12]. Our new ﬁeld equations are (2.8), (2.12b), (2.14b)
and (2.16). The latter ﬁxes the value of the new ﬁeld strength 
F++,−− and M , while the former results in the condition Φ
.=
T V−1, determining the string tension T = (2πα′)−1. Both of these 
new ﬁeld equations do not pose any new problem for GS string 
theory [11,12]. This situation is parallel to the aforementioned 
bosonic string [8] in the Polyakov-type formulation [9], and the 
GS superstring ﬂat-background case [10].
We mention the fact that the equivalence between I(0)GS for con-
ventional GS [11,12] and our TMT generalization IGS is valid only 
at the classical level. Even for the conventional GS formulation [11,
12], quantum computations are limited for general curved back-
grounds, such as sigma-model β-function computations [17]. Since 
the quantum-level computations are highly non-trivial and need 
more arrangements for computations, it is beyond the scope of our 
present paper.
Even though TMT formulations for superstring were presented 
for ﬂat background in [10], the importance here is that we have 
conﬁrmed it also for GS superstring with general curved 10D su-
perspace backgrounds [12].
3. Supermembrane with dynamical measure
As we have promised, we next apply this mechanism to super-
membrane theory [14]. We ﬁrst review the conventional superme-
mbrane theory [14]. The ﬁeld content of conventional superme-
mbrane is (ZM , gij), where (ZM) = (Xm, θμ) (M = (m, μ); m =
0, 1, · · · , 10; μ = 1, 2, · · · , 32) are the 11D superspace coordinates, 
while gij is the metric on the 3D world-volume [14].
The action I(0)SM ≡ T
∫
d3σL(0)SM of supermembrane has the La-
grangian [14]
L(0)SM =
1
2
√−ggijηabΠiaΠ jb − 12
√−g
− 1 i jkΠi AΠ j BΠkC BCBA, (3.1)3where T is the membrane tension, while the Π ’s represents the 
superspace pull-back Πi A ≡ (∂i ZM)EM A with the vielbein EM A in 
the 11D superspace [18].7
The action I(0)SM is invariant under the fermionic κ-symmetry 
transformation rule [13]
δκ E
α = [(I + Γ )κ]α ≡ (I + Γ )αβκβ, δκ Ea = 0,
δκ B ABC =
(
δκ E
D)ED B ABC , (3.2)
where δκ E A ≡ (δκ ZM)EM A , while Γ is deﬁned by
Γ ≡ i
6
√−g 
i jkΠi
aΠ j
bΠk
c ≡ i
6
√−g 
i jkγi jk, (3.3)
with γi jk ≡ γabcΠiaΠ j bΠkc . We also use symbols γi ≡ γaΠia and 
γi j ≡ γabΠiaΠ j b .
The explicit form of the variation δκL(0)SM with surface term in-
cluded will be useful for later purpose:
δκL(0)SM = i
√−g[κ(I + Γ )γ iΠi]+ 12 i jk
[
κ(I + Γ )γi jΠk
]
− ∇i
[
 i jk
(
δκ E
C )Π j BΠk A B ABC ], (3.4)
where [κ(I + Γ )γ iΠi] ≡ κα[(I + Γ )γ i]αβΠiβ , etc. After using the 
relationships
iγi
.= − 1
2
√−g 
i jkγ jkΓ, Γ
2 .= +I, (3.5)
we are left up only with the surface term in (3.4), conﬁrming the 
invariance δκ I
(0)
SM = 0. Equalities in (3.5) are valid only up to the 
gij-ﬁeld equation
gij
.= ηabΠiaΠ jb, (3.6)
also known as the ‘embedding condition’. We also use the 11D 
superspace constraints [18]
Tαβ
c = +i(γ c)
αβ
, Gαβcd = +12 (γcd)αβ . (3.7)
Our ﬁeld content of TMT [6,7] applied to supermembrane [14]
is (ZM , gij, ϕ I , Ai I J , Cij). Here the scalar ϕ I (I = 1, 2, 3) is in the 3
of SO(3) gauge group, similar to ϕa used in TMT [6,7,10], while Cij
is a tensor in 3D. Note that Ai I J is the SO(3) gauge ﬁeld minimally 
coupled to ϕ I . In other words, our system has the local SO(3) sym-
metry with the SO(3)-covariant derivative Diϕ I ≡ ∂iϕ I + Ai I Jϕ J . 
Compared with the GS superstring in Section 2, the minimal cou-
pling of the SO(3) gauge ﬁeld to ϕ I is new, whereas the Abelian 
gauge ﬁeld Ai in (2.6) is replaced by the tensor Cij .
Our action ISM ≡
∫
d3σLSM has the Lagrangian
LSM = 1
2
χ
√−ggijηabΠiaΠ jb − 12χ
√−g
− 1
3
 i jkχΠi
AΠ j
BΠk
C BCB A + 1
3
 i jkχHijk, (3.8)
with
χ ≡ Φ√−g ,
Φ ≡  i jk I J K (Diϕ I)(D jϕ J )(DkϕK )
≡  i jk I J K P i I P j J PkK , (3.9a)
Pi
I ≡ Diϕ I , Hijk ≡ 12∂[iC jk]. (3.9b)
7 We use the notation in [15] in superspace.
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We next conﬁrm the consistency of the ﬁeld equations of our 
ﬁelds: (Cij, Ai I J , ϕ I , gij, ZM):
(i) The Cij -ﬁeld equation. The consequence of this simplest ﬁeld 
equation is important:
δLSM
δCij
= − i jk∂kχ .= 0
⇒ χ ≡ Φ√−g
.= const.≡ T . (3.10)
This means that the membrane tension T emerges as the in-
tegration constant for the Cij-ﬁeld equation, as one of our 
desired objectives.
(ii) The Ai I J -ﬁeld equation.
δLSM
δAi I J
= 3 i jk[I|K Lϕ| J ]P j K PkL
×
[
1
2
gijΠi
aΠ ja − 12
− 1
3
√−g 
i jkΠi
AΠ j
BΠk
C BCBA
+ 1
3
√−g 
i jkHijk
]
.= 0
⇒ 1
2
(
Πi
a)2 − 1
2
− 1
3
√−g 
i jkΠi
AΠ j
BΠk
C BCBA
+ 1
3
√−g 
i jkHijk
.= 0. (3.11)
(iii) The ϕ I -ﬁeld equation.
δLSM
δϕ I
= −3 i jk I J K Di
{
P j
J Pk
K
[
1
2
(
Πl
a)2 − 1
2
− 1
3
√−g 
lmnΠl
AΠm
BΠn
C BCBA
+ 1
3
√−g 
lmnHlmn
]}
.= 0 (3.12)
In the usual TMT formulation [6,7], the covariant derivative 
Di is the ordinary derivative ∂i , so that it commutes with 
P j I Pk K . Eventually, the square bracket of (3.12) should be an 
arbitrary real constant M [6,7]. However, the crucial difference 
here is that Di does not commute with the factor P j I Pk K , so 
that the square bracket in (3.12) is not necessarily an arbitrary 
constant. Fortunately, the Ai I J -ﬁeld equation (3.11) provides a 
stronger condition, such that the content of the square bracket 
in (3.12) vanishes. This is the advantage of the minimal cou-
pling of the SO(3)-gauge ﬁeld Ai I in our system.
(iv) The gij -ﬁeld equation. This equation is the most crucial test, 
because we need the embedding condition gij
.= ΠiaΠ ja [14]. 
In fact, we get
δLSM
δgij
= 1
2
ΦΠi
aΠ ja − 16√−gΦgij
(
klmΠk
AΠl
BΠm
C BCBA
− klmHklm
) .= 0, (3.13)
which is further simpliﬁed under (3.11) as
1
Πi
aΠ ja − 1 gij
[
1 (
Πk
a)2 − 1
]
.= 0. (3.14)2 2 2 2When the trace of this equation (Πi a)2
.= +3 is again used 
in (3.14), it desirably produces exactly the embedding equa-
tion [14]
gij
.= ΠiaΠ ja. (3.15)
(v) The ZM-ﬁeld equation. This ﬁeld equation is eventually the 
same as in the supermembrane theory [14]:
T∇i
(√−gΠia)+ 12 T  i jk(γab)γ δΠibΠ jγ Πkδ
+1
3
T  i jkGabcdΠi
bΠ j
cΠk
d .= 0, (3.16a)
iT
√−g[(I + Γ )γ i]
αβ
Πi
β .= 0. (3.16b)
For reaching this ﬁnal form, we have used the lemma (3.5), 
and the basic relationship
δΠi
A = ∇i
(
δE A
)− Πi B(δED)(TDB A + φDB A), (3.17)
with the 11D Lorentz connection superﬁeld φDB A for an arbi-
trary variation δE A ≡ (δZM)EM A . These ﬁeld equations coin-
cide with those in conventional supermembrane theory [14], 
and provide the supporting evidence of the consistency of our 
total system.
Note that our Lagrangian (3.8) is reduced to the conventional 
supermembrane Lagrangian (3.1) upon the use of χ
.= T in (3.10). 
In particular, the H-linear term also disappears as a surface term, 
because under χ
.= T , it becomes a total divergence.
The explicit form of our fermionic κ-transformation rule is
δκ E
α = [(I + Γ )κ]≡ (I + Γ )αβκβ, δκ Ea = 0, (3.18a)
δκ B ABC =
(
δκ E
D)ED B ABC ,
δκCij =
(
δκ E
C )Πi BΠ j A B ABC , (3.18b)
δκ Ai
I J = 1
24(ϕK )2
ϕ[I P i J ]
(
δκ g
kl)gkl, δκϕ I = 0, (3.18c)
while we do not specify δκ gij in our 1.5-order formalism, for the 
same reason already mentioned. Keeping this point in mind, and 
also using the result (3.4), we get the κ-invariance of our action
δκLSM .= − i jk
[
δκCij −
(
δκ E
C )Πi BΠ j A B ABC ]∂kχ
+
[
δκ Ai
I J − 1
24
1
(ϕK )2
(
δκ g
kl)gklϕ[I P i J ]
]
×
(
δL
δAi I J
)
= 0, (3.19)
where (P−1) J i is the inverse matrix of Pi I , satisfying (P−1) J i P i I =
+δ J I , and the ﬁrst equality .= in (3.19) symbolizes the usage of 
gij
.= ΠiaΠ ja and a surface integration.
We have thus conﬁrmed the invariance of our action δκ ISM = 0
under the fermionic κ-transformation (3.18) with general curved
11D backgrounds.
4. Generalization to super-p-branes
Once we have understood the case of supermembrane, the gen-
eralization to super p-branes (p ≥ 3) [4] is rather straightforward. 
For such a general ∀p-brane formulation, the previous superme-
mbrane for p = 2 becomes just the special case with the super-
space [18] for 11D target space–time.
Our total action is I pB ≡
∫
dp+1σLpB, where
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2
χ
√−ggijηabΠiaΠ jb − 12χ
√−g
− 1
p + 1
i jkχΠi1
A1Πi2
A2 · · ·Πip+1 Ad B Ad···A2A1
+ 1
p + 1
i1 i2···idχ Hi1i2···id , (4.1)
with d ≡ p + 1 and
χ ≡ Φ√−g , Φ ≡ 
i1 i2···id I1 I2···Id P i1 I1 Pi2 I2 · · · Pid Id , (4.2a)
Pi
I ≡ Diϕ I , Hi1i2···id ≡
1
d − 1∂[i1Ci2···id]. (4.2b)
The fermionic κ-transformation rule is
δκ E
α = [ (I + Γ )κ ]≡ (I + Γ )αβκβ, δκ Ea = 0, (4.3a)
δκ B A1A2···Ad =
(
δκ E
D)ED B A1···Ad , (4.3b)
δκCi1i2···id =
(
δκ E
C )Πi1 A1 · · ·Πid Ad B Ad···A1C , (4.3c)
δκ Ai
I J = 1
24(ϕK )2
ϕ[I P i J ]
(
δκ g
kl)gkl, δκϕ I = 0. (4.3d)
As is easily seen, the previous supermembrane case is the special 
case of p = 2.
Even though TMT formulation was presented in [10] for super-
p-branes [4] for ﬂat backgrounds, our present result is valid for 
general curved backgrounds in the target space–time.
5. Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have applied TMT [6,7] to GS superstring [1]
on general curved backgrounds, carrying out the objective to gen-
erate the superstring tension T only as an integration constant, 
while it is absent from the fundamental Lagrangian. This mecha-
nism is further applied to supermembrane [14], and super-p-brane 
theories [4], both on general curved backgrounds. The Lagrangian
of GS superstring is (2.6) with κ-invariance (2.7), that of superme-
mbrane is (3.8) with κ-invariance (3.18), and that of super-p-brane 
is (4.1) with κ-invariance (4.3).
The new feature of our result compared with [10] is that 
κ-invariances with TMT dynamical measures have been conﬁrmed 
for supersymmetric extended objects, such as supermembrane, and 
more general super-p-branes on general curved backgrounds. Even 
for GS superstring, we have added unidexterous fermions which 
were not treated in [10]. Even though the extra factor χ is mul-
tiplied by the conventional super-p-brane Lagrangian [14], all new 
contributions are cancelled by δκCij and δκ Ai I J .
In principle, we can apply TMT formulations [6,7] to Dp-brane 
theory [19] in a similar fashion. In such a case, we need world-
sheet Born–Infeld vectors. In practice, however, the required com-
putation will be more involved beyond the scope of this Letter. We 
leave such formulations for future projects.
Our present results show that the dynamical measure in TMT 
[6,7] has general universal features applicable to supersymmetric 
extended objects, such as GS superstring [1], supermembrane [14], 
and super-p-branes [4], on general curved backgrounds. Even though 
the generalizations to supersymmetric extended objects on gen-
eral curved backgrounds seem straightforward, we have to conﬁrm 
this conjecture by explicit computations. Based on our encourag-
ing results, it is natural to expect that the basic properties of TMT 
dynamical measure [6,7] are universally applicable to even other 
(supersymmetric) extended objects.Acknowledgements
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